
Celebrity  Break-Up:
‘Vanderpump  Rules’  Star
Sheana  Marie  &  Robert
Valletta ‘Kind of Broke Up’

By
Ashleigh Underwood

Celebrity couple Sheana Marie and Robert Valletta are in the
midst  of  a  celebrity  break-up…or  are  they?  According  to
UsMagazine.com  the  couple  announced  their  split  via  an
Instagram comment section. A fan asked Valletta where his
“beautiful girlfriend” was, and Valletta responded with “sadly
we broke up, we are still amazing friends and we adore each
other. We will see what happens.” However, it seems as though
the the pair are still on, since they have been on several
dates since then. While this celebrity relationship is in a
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tricky spot, they continue to have hopes of working things out
and are still planning a future together.

There  may  have  been  a  celebrity
break-up  in  Hollywood,  but  we’re
not  quite  sure.  What  are  some
reasons to avoid being wishy washy
about your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not knowing what you want or where you want to be in your
relationship can cause a lot of issues within yourself and
your relationship. Here are a few more reasons to avoid being
wishy washy in your relationship:

1. It can be confusing: If you are on the fence about your
relationship, your partner could easily get confused. If there
are at a certain level in the relationship that you’re not at
yet, they may not understand what is going on. They may begin
to wonder if you are as committed as they are or if you really
want to be with them. It is best to make up your mind about
them and communicate it clearly.

Related Link:Marriage Advice from Celebrity Couples Who Stay
Together

2. Feelings are at risk: If your partner feels that you both
are on the same page when it comes to your romance but you are
really several steps behind them, their entire world will
apart when they figure it out. When you are wishy washy about
your relationship, you are easily leading on your partner
unless you make it clear that you are unsure. This way, they
will not be blind sided by your feelings and they can adjust
their expectations in the relationship.
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Related Link: Dating Advice for Dealing with the Break-Up
Blues

3.  You  might  settle:  Sometimes,  when  we  are  unsure  about
something, we settle with what we have instead of making a
hard  choice.  If  this  happens  in  a  relationship,  you  will
regret  always.  Instead  of  being  comfortable  with  your
indifference,  make  the  decision.  If  you  think  that  this
relationship is the one you want, go for it. If you can’t see
yourself with your partner in the future, end it now.

How do you make up your mind about a relationship? Comment
below!
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